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Abstract: Augmented Reality and Mixed Reality applications are being used in multiple domains to
improve efficiency of the system and adding new features. Auctions/Bidding systems are there in market for
long time and are being used widely by many users. This paper focusses on how Mixed Reality and
Augmented Reality can be used to provide new and intuitive experience to the users. Objective behind
using AR/MR in the bidding system is augmenting the actual bidding experience, a user can get in physical
environment to be made available virtually.AR based applications are intuitive and have introduced new
kind of user interface which can be explored according to users will and natural gestures. Combining
AR/MR with Cloud to provide real time updates on current bid. As bidding/auction systems need to be
updated instantly and current bid value needs to be shown. Paper proposes how AR/MR with YOLO
detection can be used with Cloud technologies to achieve real-time, robust bidding system with intuitive
user interface.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Augmented Reality and Mixed Reality applications are mostly popular in areas like gaming and simulation and have
huge user base but AR/MR can be beneficial in other areas too.
Augmented Reality and Mixed Reality is currently 22 Billion $ industry and is projected to
252 Billion $ in 2028 according to survey from statistica [1]. As AR and MR are growing technologies many
businesses are trying to align their products with AR and MR.
Augmented Reality in Bidding/Auction systems is a promising area where AR/MR technologies can be fully utilized to
provide better user experience.
Paper proposes different components of the system and results for the prototypes developed
II. YOLO DETECTION FOR MR
YOLO (You Only Look Once) is an Object detection algorithm known for the faster image processing and multimarker support. YOLO was highlighted in OpenCV People’s Choice Award according to original paper published
“We reframe object detection as a single regression problem, straight from image pixels to bounding box coordinates
and class probabilities”.[1]
As paper describes YOLO object detection provides faster output and recent enhancements YOLOv2 speed of the
algorithm is 45 Frames per seconds which is almost real-time which is requirement in bidding system as online bidding
systems are really fast and user needs to get updated bids in real time. Using YOLO is also one of the reasons as it can
detect multiple objects in one scan.
Proposed application uses YOLO to create CNN (Convolutional Neural Network) model which takes images as input
and gives recognized objects and their bounding boxes location which helps in this application as we want to highlight
the detected objects and show current bid value on top of the objects detected. Also, application requires training data
for the items to be shown in bidding. Model will be trained with these objects training data and when scanned these
objects user will be able to see current bid on top of the object. This method of bidding is chaos free and provides more
accuracy also users will be able to see interested bidders and their status in real time.
As we have taken care of the image detection, we have to geo tag the objects as the objects will be placed in stationary
location which wont change at the time of action we need to store this information in the database which leads to the
next component
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III. CLOUD FOR REAL-TIME UPDATES
Cloud technologies are in separable parts of modern applications as applications with large user base requeues huge
number of resources and managing up scaling and down scaling is a challenge as in applications like bidding
systems
users join the rooms and leave rooms rapidly in such cases allocating and deallocating is a tricky and challenging part
but with right configuration these operations can be achieved using cloud.
This application requires real-time updates as users will be placing there bids rapidly on the object this information
needs to be displayed instantly as user will want to know the highest bid on the selected object or multiple objects
which are scanned using algorithm. For this we require Database which will trigger events and give call- back to the
application indicating data change in the database for the POC (Proof Of Concept) of the application we have used
Firebase Real-Time Database There are many alternatives for the database depending on the cloud service provider as
amazon provides Dynamo DB.
Using cloud database with real time feature will help in faster updates and we can reduce the latency providing accurate
results and robustness in the system due reuse of well tested cloud products. Also the client i.e. device used by the user
will be smart phones so the application will be developed for smartphones using cloud service provider wisely is
important factor as many cloud service providers don’t provide SDK’s or Documentation for native devices which
affects the development time.
IV. USING SMARTPHONES FOR SCANNING
Smartphones are widely accessible devices and Necessity in today’s world. Smartphones have improved so much in
recent years and will improve in future as well. In terms of computation smartphones have improved drastically on
device machine learning is possible due to high performing mobile processors and larger ram size.
Also, Camera sensor for smartphones in current far more accurate and provide better resolutions. Average Megapixel
size of the new smartphones being launched is 12-16 MP world-wide in 2022.
For proposed system we can utilize these features of the mobile camera as mobiles are portable installing single
application will let users to connect to the system and place bid’s.
Although new smartphones have great computational powers as smartphone providers have their own restrictions and
application needs to perform within the bounds of the system this need’s to be taken care while developing the
application.
V. CONCLUSION
After studying and developing the POC of the application we can conclude on some points of the system and how this
will enhance current bidding systems
A. Frames drop (Frames processed by application per seconds)

Fig. 1 Analysis of frames processed per second
As can be seen form the figure above it can be concluded application performs faster object detection and will show
updates in real time above results are from on device machine learning on smartphone with 6GB Ram and Octa Core
2.3 GHz processor
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B. Latency of Database
As application uses real time database solution provided from the cloud service providers with smaller load i.e. 1000 ~
users in simulated environment application has 0.01s~ (10 ms) latency
It can be concluded from the results Using mixed reality for bidding system is feasible and can provide great
experience to users.
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